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Territories and Common Wealths

Commonwealth of Northern Mariana Islands: 0
Guam: 0
American Samoa: 0
Guam: 0

 nota: American Indian and Alaska Native sovereign tribal laws are not reflected on this map, and the map does not reflect restrictions on e-cigarette use.

61.1% of the U.S. is protected by a 100% workplace, restaurant, and bar law.

State/Commonwealth/Territory Population with 100% Smokefree Workplace, Restaurant, and Bar Laws

- <1%
- 1-25%
- 26-50%
- 51-75%
- 76-99%
- 100%

† Has preemption; cannot pass local laws
‡ = Legalized recreational marijuana
§ = Legalized recreational marijuana; law permits certain exemptions for marijuana smoking in 100% smokefree restaurants
** = Legalized recreational marijuana; law permits certain exemptions for marijuana smoking in 100% smokefree restaurants and bars
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See Percent of U.S. State Populations Covered by 100% Smokefree Air Laws to view the percentages in a table format, alphabetized by state/commonwealth.

100% Smokefree Non-Hospitality Workplaces AND Restaurants AND Bars: Municipalities or states/commonwealths with laws that cover all non-hospitality workplaces (public and private non-hospitality workplaces, including, but not limited to, offices, factories, and warehouses, that do not allow smoking in separately ventilated rooms and do not include an employee number exemption greater than one), together with municipalities or states/commonwealths with restaurant and bar laws that do not allow smoking in attached bars or separately ventilated rooms and do not have size exemptions.